
Trivadis launches its own streaming series for decision-makers 

Glattbrugg, 14 December 2020 – The IT service provider Trivadis is tapping into the boom in 
streaming and launching its own video series called "Sparx" in collaboration with Microsoft. The 
protagonists in the first season include renowned keynote speakers such as neuroscientist Pascal 
Kaufmann, mathematical genius Maximilian Janisch and Microsoft research director Donald 
Kossmann.  

Streaming services such as Netflix have been experiencing enormous growth since the outbreak of 
the Covid-19 pandemic. They recorded average growth of over 150% in 2020. In the B2B sector, 
positive content of an "educational nature" is experiencing a particular boom.  

The IT service provider Trivadis now wants to take advantage of this momentum: In collaboration 
with Microsoft, the company is launching its own streaming series for decision-makers: "Prometheus 
brought fire and wisdom to the people, we want our viewers to share in our fascination with new 
technologies and the intelligent use of data, lighting the spark so to say – hence the name ‘Sparx’," 
explains Ivana Leiseder, Head of Marketing & Communications at Trivadis.  

In short episodes of 10–30 minutes, renowned keynote speakers present future-relevant topics such 
as artificial intelligence, digital ethics or robotics. The first series of Sparx consists of nine episodes 
published every two weeks on a dedicated website.  

Thomas Winter, member of the management board at Microsoft Switzerland and the man 
responsible for the partner business, says: "Trivadis is breaking new ground with the Sparx video 
series to introduce technology in a wide variety of facets to the wider public. We are convinced that 
the videos of experts will help people to consciously consider the advantages and opportunities, but 
also the risks of modern technologies. We are very pleased to be part of this initiative, which 
hopefully will be expanded with a lot more videos and content." 

The protagonists in the first series of Sparx include renowned keynote speakers such as 
neuroscientist Pascal Kaufmann, mathematical genius Maximilian Janisch and Microsoft research 
director Donald Kossmann. "There are many myths and misconceptions surrounding the topic of 
artificial intelligence in particular. I therefore very much welcome the fact that ‘Sparx’ establishes a 
format that allows for straight-talking – and I am able to contribute to this," says Pascal Kaufmann.  

The first series of Sparx will be broadcast between 15 December 2020 and 20 April 2021:  

• 15 December 2020 
"Converting data into life-saving information – How artificial intelligence is helping children 
to breathe" – Ana Campos, Co-CEO, Trivadis  
 

• 12 January 2021 
"Wonderful IT – How new technology helps us to make decisions" – Donald Kossmann, 
Director, Microsoft Research Centre Redmond 
 

• 26 January 2021 
"The power of mathematics and IT – What machine learning has to do with black holes" – 
Maximilian Janisch, mathematical genius 
 

• 9 February 2021 
"The future of artificial intelligence – All about the symbiosis of man and machine" – Pascal 



Kaufmann, founder, Mindfire Foundation 
 

• 23 February 2021 
"Computer vision, HoloLens & AI" – Marc Pollefeys, Professor of IT, ETH Zurich  
 

• 9 March 2021 
"Tradition meets innovation – How AI is helping to brew beer" – Adrian Minnig, Brewer, 
MNBrew 
 

• 23 March 2021 
"How organisations are becoming data-driven and why their future could depend on it" – 
Henriette Wendt, COO, Microsoft Switzerland 
 

• 6 April 2021 
"The future of solution development – Thoughts on GPT-3" – Martin Luckow, Transformation 
Architect, Trivadis  
 

• 20 April 2021 
"Call to action: We need to develop a common understanding of how we want to use 
technology – now" – Marc Holitscher, National Technology Officer, Microsoft Switzerland  
 

*** END OF TEXT *** 

Further information 

• Website: sparx.trivadis.com  
• Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xpr0rN4b0PM  
• First episode (locked until 15 December, 6 am CET): https://youtu.be/h9Z9H_XFgmQ  

Media contact 

The speakers from Sparx will be happy to take part in interviews. Please contact Ivana Leiseder or 
Tobias Steger:  

Ana Campos, Maximilian Janisch, Pascal Kaufmann, Martin Luckow and Adrian Minnig:  

Ivana Leiseder, ivana.leiseder@trivadis.com, +41 (0) 79 658 59 63 

Marc Holitscher, Donald Kossmann, Marc Pollefeys and Henriette Wendt:  

Tobias Steger, tobias.steger@microsoft.com, +41 (0) 79 744 03 14 
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